Topographical analysis of proliferating cells in meningiomas. Regional heterogeneity of the ability of tumors to proliferate.
Regional heterogeneity of the ability of tumors to proliferate has been pointed out, but its topographical analysis has not been studied in detail. To evaluate the distribution of highly proliferating cells in totally resected meningiomas, seven cases (including one recurrent case) were investigated in this study. Immunostaining of PCNA was performed on the sections crossing the equator of the tumors. These sections were divided into multi-squares with sides of 500 micrometers. The proliferating potential was determined as the PCNA positive cell count in each square. By painting those squares in eight kinds of color corresponding to the value of the PCNA positive cell count, maps of proliferative ability were made. To predict the localization of proliferating cells, we studied these maps in relation to the following: MR image, calcification, distance from the dural attachment and distance from the tumor capsule. Maps of the PCNA positive cell count showed the intra-tumoral heterogeneity of proliferative ability in all cases. Most of the cases showed homogeneous enhancement on MRIs and these images could not be a predicting factor of the highly proliferating area. There was no significant relationship between the calcification and the PCNA positive cell count. Although the proliferating ability was not correlated with the distance from the dural attachment, inner regions distant from the capsule showed higher proliferative ability in all cases. From these results, one should be aware that the information from the samples of meningiomas do not reflect the proliferating ability of the whole tumor.